Noptel Trainer
shooting skills training device

- Efficient and easy-to-use device for pistol training
- Multiple targets, moving targets or rapid firing
- Mountable to Picatinny rail

The Noptel Trainer is compact and portable. It can be easily mounted to shooter’s own service pistol equipped with Picatinny rail.

It is meant for basic shooting skills training exercises. It can be used in classroom with simulated targets as well as in the shooting range with normal size targets. It is connected to the computer via USB cable.

The Noptel Trainer works with conventional targets. For example 10m or 25m standard targets can be used in training. The target is equipped with a reflector or prism which works as a reference for the Optical Unit. No electric current or wiring is required in the target.
Train anywhere and at any time.

The Noptel Trainer is quick to mount to the Picatinny rail of pistol. It works with conventional targets equipped with reflector.

You can concentrate entirely on shooting, while the system automatically takes care of measuring the shots, handling the data and storing the results. The software includes all common disciplines and new ones can be edited in easily.

Shooting analysis

The System evaluates with the help of computer the key factors of shot performance providing immediate and accurate feedback for systematic marksmanship skill development.

The shot analysis is easy to understand and provides both graphical and numerical information on shooter’s technical performance (hold, aim and trigger control). It reveals the shooter’s strong and weak points in an illustrative way.

Supported training sessions

1. Basic training indoors, 5 – 10 m
   - shooting techniques
   - positions, holding, aiming, trigger control
   - simulated targets
   - disciplines (distance, target size)
   - dry firing

2. Indoor Range Training, 10 - 25 m
   - reactive shooting
   - multiple targets
   - real size targets
   - target selection
   - dry firing

Typical technical specifications of Noptel Trainer

- Shooting distance 3 - 25 m
- Temperature range 0 … +50º C
- Optical unit weight 75 g
- Optical unit L/WH 92/30/59 mm (including clamp)
- Precision 0.3 mm @ 10 m
- Interface/Power supply - USB

Noptel Trainer package for one shooter (10 m shooting)

- 1 x Noptel Trainer
- 1 x USB connection parts and cables
- 1 x 5 m target
- 1 x 10 m target
- 1 x NOS4 application for Windows
- 1 x case
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